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Crossover Scaling in Dendritic Evolution at Low Undercooling
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We examine scaling in two-dimensional simulations of dendritic growth at low undercooling, as well
as in three-dimensional pivalic acid dendrites grown on NASA’s USMP-4 isothermal dendritic growth
experiment. We report new results on self-affine evolution in both the experiments and simulations.
We find that the time-dependent scaling of our low undercooling simulations displays a crossover
scaling from a regime different than that characterizing Laplacian growth to steady-state growth.
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Recent computational and experimental advances
dendritic growth offer a realistic prospect for a firs
principles understanding of solidification microstructur
formation. Early experiments [1,2] by Glicksman an
co-workers on succinonitrile (SCN) provided the firs
benchmarks for theoretical models of dendritic growt
Comparison of experiments with theory has been d
ficult, however, since experiments were influenced b
convection effects and performed at low undercoolin
using materials with low anisotropy, parameters fo
which computation is difficult. Such calculations ca
nevertheless be performed in two dimensions (2D) wi
state-of-the-art numerical methods combining so-call
phase-field models [3–13] and adaptive-mesh refinem
[14–16]. In the most recent round of experiments [17,1
Glicksman and co-workers have reported observations
pivalic acid (PVA), whose higher anisotropy brings th
benchmarks closer to the parameter range of theoret
computations.

Predicting dendritic growth theoretically has focused o
the tip speed and shape in the steady state. Simulati
in 2D by Karma and Rappel [19] and subsequently ou
selves [15] have convincingly shown that the dynamical
selected steady state is indeed the fastest of the disc
set of allowed needle crystals, as predicted by solvab
ity theory [20–24]. However, at low undercoolings th
diffusion length is so large that the time needed for ea
dendritic arm of a growing crystal to be in isolation from
the others becomes much longer than any realistic simu
tion time [15]. This regime, where dendrite arms cann
simply translate at a uniform speed because of their mut
interactions, was first systematically analyzed by Almgre
et al. [25], who used solvability theory to explore the cas
when the temperature field strictly obeys Laplace’s equ
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tion, with constant flux, at each time. They demonstrat
that the dendrite tip position grows with the 3y5 power
of time, whereas the width grows with the 2y5 power, re-
sults which were consistent with subsequent experime
in Hele-Shaw flow [26].

In this Letter we explore dendritic growth dynamic
at low undercooling, using the full diffusion equation
dynamics. We find that the time-dependent evolutio
of 2D dendrite profiles is self-affine in time, generalizin
the results of Ref. [27] for the case of growth with
nonconstant flux. Underlying this scaling behavior is
power law dependence on time of the dendrite tip positi
and maximum dendrite width. We find that scaling o
these quantities displays a crossover from a growth regi
different from that of Hele-Shaw flow to one characterize
by steady-state tip growth. Meanwhile, comparison of o
low undercooling simulations with microscopic solvability
theory gives good agreement for the value of the s
called stability parameter. We also examine scaling
3D dendrite data on pivalic acid obtained from NASA’
USMP-4 isothermal dendritic growth experiment (IDGE
also finding self-affine scaling in the global time-depende
PVA dendrite profiles.

The simulated dendrites are modeled using the pha
field model employed in [19]. TemperatureT is rescaled
to U  cPsT 2 TMdyL, wherecP is the specific heat at
constant pressure,L is the latent heat of fusion, andTM is
the melting temperature. The order parameter is defin
by f, with f  1 in the solid, andf  21 in the liquid,
and the interface defined byf  0. In what follows
time is rescaled by the time scalet0 characterizing atomic
movement in the interface, and length by the length sc
W0 characterizing the width of the liquid-solid interface
The model is given by
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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whereD  at0yW2
0 , a is the thermal diffusivity, andl

controls the coupling ofU and f. Anisotropy has been
introduced in Eqs. (1) by defining the width of the in
terface to beWs $nd  W0As $nd and the characteristic time
by ts $nd  t0A2s $nd [19], whereAs $nd [ f0, 1g, andAs $nd 
s1 2 3ed f1 1

4e

123e

sf,x d41sf,yd4

j=fj4 g. The vector$n  sf,xx̂ 1

f,yŷdysf2
,x 1 f2

,yd1y2 is the normal to the contours off,
andf,x andf,y represent partial derivatives with respec
to x andy. The constante parametrizes the deviation of
Ws $nd from W0. We expect the results to be similar fo
other definitions of anisotropy [28]. The parameters o
Eqs. (1) are related to the appropriate Stefan problem
ing the relationships given in [19]. In particular,W , t, l,
andD may be chosen to simulate an arbitrary, anisotrop
capillary lengthds $nd, and interface attachment coefficien
bs $nd, which we chosen here asb  0, a limit appropriate
for SCN and PVA.

Simulated dendrites were computed by solving Eqs. (
using the adaptive-grid method of Refs. [15,16]. Simu
lated dendrites were grown in a 2D quarter-infinite spa
using zero-flux boundary conditions along the sides
the system. Growth was initiated by a small quarte
disk of radiusR0 centered at the origin. The preferred
growth directions are along thex and y axes, making
these the directions of growth of dendrite branches. T
order parameter is initially set to its equilibrium value
f0s$xd  2 tanhfsj $xj 2 R0dy

p
2g along the interface. The

initial temperature decays exponentially fromU  0 at
the interface to its far-field, undercooled value2D as
$x ! `. Simulation data presented in this paper we
obtained for three undercoolings:D  0.25, 0.1, and
0.05. Details of these data are presented in Table
The two data sets forD  0.1 correspond to different
minimum grid spacingsDxmin [15,16]. Seed radii used
in our simulations wereR0  8.5, 15, 30, and30 for
D  0.25, 0.1sAd, 0.1sBd, and0.05, respectively. In all
casesR0 is smaller than the thermal diffusion length by a
factor of 20 or greater.

The results of our low undercooling simulations ar
also contrasted here with new experimental data obtain

TABLE I. Parameters for simulated dendrites. The timetp 
255 622.4.

D e Dxmin Dt D do Lx Ly

0.25 0.05 0.78 0.048 13 0.043 12 800 6400
0.1sAd 0.05 0.78 0.08 13 0.043 102 400 51 200
0.1sBd 0.05 1.56 0.08 30 0.018 46 102 400 51 200
0.05st , tpd 0.025 1.56 0.03 40 0.013 85 102 400 51 200
0.05st . tpd 0.025 0.78 0.03 40 0.013 85 102 400 51 200
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from PVA dendrites. These experiments were perform
by four of the authors (LaCombe, Lupulescu, Koss an
Glicksman) during NASA’s USMP-4 isothermal dendritic
growth experiment. This experiment is described in det
elsewhere [18]. The IDGE experiment is designed to stu
dendrites grown under microgravity conditions, whe
transport in this particular process is considered to be co
duction limited. The crystals are grown in an undercoole
melt, controlled to within 0.001 K. Growth is moni-
tored thermometrically, while images are obtained fro
two perpendicular directions using video and still cam
eras (electronic and film). Experimental results presen
here were compared with four independent data subs
for dendrites grown at undercoolings of 0.58, 0.63, an
0.47 K. We present the results from experiments corr
sponding toD  0.052. These data were captured at time
t1  42.48, t2  62.73, andt3  82.98 sec after the den-
drite was detected. The anisotropy for PVA was estimat
at ePVA  0.025 [29].

We found the individual primary arms of our simulate
dendrites to be self-affine, beyond some transient tim
at all undercoolings examined. Figure 1 shows the (D-
dependent) scaling profile for 2D dendrites grown
D  0.05 and D  0.25, respectively. The global
scaling profile is obtained by scaling thex direction by
sx 2 xbdyXmax, whereXmaxstd is the distance from the tip
xtipstd to the basexbstd of the dendrite arm, and they
direction by yyYmaxstd, where Ymaxstd is the maximum
half-width of the lateral dimension of the primary dendrit
arm. The tip and transverse directions were found to sc

FIG. 1. Comparison of scaled dendrite profiles forD  0.05
and D  0.25. For D  0.25, nine times are plotted, spaced
between28 643 , t , 66 083. For D  0.05, there are six
times in the range222 022 , t , 279 622.
4497
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asXmax , tb andYmax , tg , where forD  0.05, 0.1A,
0.1B, and0.25; b  0.73, 0.73, 0.78, and0.97; and
g  0.43, 0.43, 0.45, and0.55, respectively. For the
D  0.25 data, which at late times contained sidebranc
ing induced by lattice noise, we defineYmaxstd using
the mean interface position, obtained by smoothing th
data. This definition of the sidebranch envelope giv
different results than using the maximum of the sidebran
envelope [30,31].

At low undercooling, long-lived transient interaction
between neighboring primary dendrite arms causes th
velocity and tip radius to deviate (within simulation time
scales) from their steady-state values predicted by sol
bility theory [15]. However, we do find that thesta-
bility parametersp  2d0DyVR2, whereV and R are,
respectively, the time-dependent velocity and tip radiu
agrees well with the value predicted by solvability the
ory. Figure 2 showssp vs time from our simulations at
D  0.25, 0.1, and0.05. Error bars were estimated using
DV , the fluctuations in velocity, andDR, deviations in
radius of curvature. The radius was obtained by fittin
to a second order polynomial near the tip. Deviation
in the fit gave an estimate forDR. Data for D  0.1
set B, omitted for clarity, converge to approximately th
samesp as theD  0.1 setA data but display somewhat
larger fluctuations around the mean, due to the larger g
spacing used.

The time-dependent behavior of the tip position an
lateral growth rate of our 2D dendrites are characteriz
by the scaling ofXmaxstd and Ymaxstd. Figure 3 shows
Xmax andYmax scaled onto respective crossover function
of the form

XmaxstdyLD 
t

tD
FXstytDd , (2)

and

YmaxstdyLD 

√
t

tD

!1y2

FY stytDd . (3)

0 100000 200000 300000
time

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

σ ∗

σ∗ ∆=0.05 solvability theory
σ∗+0.04 ∆=0.1 solvability theory
σ∗+0.02 ∆=0.25 solvability theory
σ∗ ∆=0.05 simulation
σ∗+0.04 ∆=0.1 set A simulation 
σ∗+0.02 ∆=0.25 simulation

FIG. 2. Simulation data ofsp vs time forD  0.25, 0.1 (set
A), and0.05. For clarity, theD  0.1 and0.25 data have been
shifted along they axis by0.04 and0.02, respectively.
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The parametersLD and tD are effective diffusion
length and time scales characterizing the intermedia
regime and are fit to give collapse of theXmax and
Ymax data. The data forFXszd show a crossover scal-
ing from fit to approximatelyFXszd , z20.25 at early
times to FXszd , z20.03 in the steady-state regime
The crossover inFY szd is given by FY szd , z20.07 at
small z to FY szd , z0.05 at large arguments ofFY szd.
Exponent errors were approximately60.02, except
for the D  0.25 data at late time, where they were
60.05. These asymptotic limits are demonstrated by t
leveling off of FXsxd and FY sxd as x  tytD becomes
large.

Our simulations are in a regime where the dendri
is much smaller than the diffusion length. Howeve
we do not observe the early-time scaling described
Almgren et al. [25] since their calculations assume tha
dendrites are grown with aconstant flux, whereas in
our simulations the far field is diffusive with a speci
fied small undercooling. To illustrate this difference
let us assume that the rate of change of solid fracti
evolves asF , tf , whereby the solidified areaA , t11f .
SinceXmax , tb , Ymax , tg , A , XmaxYmax, and so1 1

f  b 1 g. SinceVR2  const, we obtain the scaling
relation Ss f, bd  4f 2 5b 1 3  0. Our early-time
exponents giveSs0.18, 0.75d  20.03 6 0.1. In the late-
time regime,Ss0.52, 0.97d  0.23 6 0.22. The late-time
error in S arises when we estimateg by smoothing the
dendrite profiles forD  0.25 (e  0.05). For compari-
son, we produced data forD  0.25, e  0.025 (not in
Table I), and which were free of spurious sidebranche
obtainingYmax , t0.5.

Self-affine time-dependent scaling was also found
the mean dendrite profiles of the new 3D IDGE PVA
data. Figure 4 shows the scaled PVA data fort  t1, t2, t3.

1 10 100 1000
χ=t/τD

1

10

Bot. F_Y(χ) ∆=0.25
Bot. F_Y(χ) ∆=0.1 set A
Bot. F_Y(χ) ∆=0.1 set B
Bot. F_Y(χ) ∆=0.05
Top. F_X(χ) ∆=0.25
Top. F_X(χ) ∆=0.1 set A
Top. F_X(χ) ∆=0.1 set B
Top. F_X(χ) ∆=0.05

FG. 3. Crossover scaling functions describing lateral width
simulated dendrite armYmax and tip-to-base distanceXmax, for
D  0.25, 0.1 (setsA andB), and0.05.
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FIG. 4. Scaled USMP-4 PVA dendrites grown atD  0.052.
2D simulation data are superimposed forD  0.05, e  0.025.
Comparison of 2D and 3D data made merely to illustrate se
affinity in both 2D and 3D dendrites.

For comparison these data are superimposed on our
simulation data forD  0.05, e  0.025. There is a slight
asymmetry in the PVA data, likely due to interaction
with other dendrite arms. For this reason, we scal
with respect to the top side the dendrite profile. Simil
scaling was observed in all four IDGE data sets. Th
experimental and simulated profiles show clear differenc
near the tip, as one would expect. Curiously, however, t
profile shapes are in good agreement away from the
Similar results were also found in ourD  0.1 data. The
reason for this is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows tha
the difference in 2D dendrite profiles is small away from
the tip.

As a plausible explanation for the apparent agreeme
between our low undercooling 2D simulations and o
3D experimental data, we note that away from the ti
the diffusion field is more cylindrically symmetric than
at the tip because the local diffusion length is large
Thus diffusion of heat away from the interface is bette
approximated by the 2D diffusion equation. We hop
to examine this idea critically, as well as to accurate
determine the experimental scaling behavior in futu
publications.
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We also thank Julie Frei and Douglas Corrigan fo
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